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Message from the Chairman, Gary Bramley
It is an even more exciting time than usual to be involved with the Trust. The
recent expansion of the possum control area, along with fresh enthusiasm and a
new perspective from the new trustees (and some hard work from the stalwarts,
Ian Wilson and John Dawn), has lifted our sights beyond the horizon and we are
talking and thinking about further expansion and what we might be able to
achieve in terms of pest control and species reintroduction. We are mindful that
everything we do needs to be sustainable, but our concept of what that means is
changing as technology improves. All I can say is watch this space, and feel free to
contact us and share your thoughts.
I occasionally attend national meetings about various ecological matters and I am
always gratified to hear Puketi Forest Trust spoken of highly and mentioned as an
example of how practical conservation can work in partnerships between
community groups and the Department of Conservation, even in low socioeconomic areas with (relatively) few people. The contributions of DoC staff are
greatly appreciated. It is thanks to the belief shown in us by our sponsors and
supporters that we are able to finance this work and I would like to personally
thank everyone for being involved and contributing to whatever extent they can.
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The focus of this issue of the newsletter is very much volunteers, what they have achieved, why they become
involved and how much it helps the project. I hope you enjoy reading about them. Volunteers have contributed
more than 4,500 hours to the work of the Trust during the past year. The regular working bees have been well
attended and there are more volunteering opportunities described in this newsletter. We are also thinking hard
about what jobs can be shared amongst those who are not fit enough to help in the forest, but would still like to
meaningfully contribute.
As I write this it is the beginning of Maori Language Week. Reading the newsletter I am reminded of the
whakatauki or proverb, “Ma te huruhuru, ka rere te manu” (literally provide the bird with feathers in order for it
to fly). Our task as trustees is to put in place the framework and the funding (supplying the feathers) to allow
the volunteers and contractors to get on and get things done (and allow the bird to fly). I think our project really
is flying now, and I look forward to working with everyone in future to see where that flight takes us.

The trustees gratefully acknowledge the following organisations which have made grants,
significant donations or contributions in kind to the trust since the last newsletter:
ASB Community Trust

Baz Reiher, Far North Helicopters Ltd

Kiwis for kiwi

Northland Region Corrections Facility

Department of Conservation:
Far North District Office,
Whakatane Office.

Tiny Mighty Power

New World, Kerikeri

Shirley & Robert Luxton

Previous issues of this newsletter are available at www.puketi.org.nz.
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Possum Control Expansion
Last year Darren Peters, DOC’s predator control expert based in Wellington, suggested that the Department's
annual possum control budget for Puketi-Omahuta could be used to help the Trust expand permanent possum
control adjacent to the existing core area. In April this idea was formalised with a contract whereby the
Department will pay the Trust to purchase and install 934 possum traps and service them until June 2016.
The traps are installed on existing stoat trap lines S2, S3, S6, S7 and S8, and on three new infill lines near the
existing core area. This adds 1,770 hectares of possum control on the north and east of the 650 hectare core
area within which possums and rats are already controlled by intensive trapping.
We are using the same "Trapinator" single action humane kill traps which are performing well in the core area.
To reduce damage to traps from pigs taking the dead possums, the Trapinators have been strengthened by
adding plywood backing boards.
The trap layout is experimental, based on successful possum control using single action kill traps in the Te
Urewera Mainland Island. In Te Urewera the initial knockdown took 2 to 3 years, but with seasonal movements
most possums eventually found their way into a trap. Puketi Forest has different characteristics and possums
might not move around to the same extent, so possum numbers will be monitored annually using wax tags laid
on random lines throughout the treatment area. If the desired level of control is not achieved, more trap lines
will be added. At the very least, the initial set up will immediately begin to reduce possum impact on the forest,
will slow re-invasion of the core area and will provide the basis of a more intensive possum trap network if
required.
Before traps were installed, Dan O'Halloran and Darran Lawson from the DOC Far North office set out 17 lines of
wax tags through the area (340 tags in all) and retrieved them three days later. 44% had been bitten by
possums. Our long term target is to keep bite marks below 15%.
All traps were installed and baited by the last week of June. They immediately
started catching possums. 33 possums were caught during the first night in
170 traps along Pirau Road. The fur plucked from these possums fetched
$164 for trust funds. Unfortunately, fur can only be harvested if the possums
are collected the day they are killed, and the effort of collection is only
worthwhile on easily accessible lines during early stages while possum
numbers are still high.
The new possum traps on existing stoat lines will be serviced by the stoat
trappers who are already walking past 12 times a year checking the stoat
traps – a cost effective arrangement. Volunteers will do a few extra rounds
during the first few months while possum numbers are still high.
The infill lines are pleasant walks of moderate length and will be serviced by a
roster of volunteers. If you would like to be involved, contact Ian Wilson 09
401 9056 or John Dawn 09 407 4790.

Fertilizer bags loaded with traps ready for air lifting into the forest.
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Volunteers Keep Costs Down
Installing the new possum traps has been a big job and would have cost a great deal more if volunteers had not
spent hundreds of hours preparing the traps and working in the forest. Volunteers surveyed and marked out 7.5
kilometres of new trap-lines. Twenty one volunteers cleared half of these plus five kilometres of over grown
stoat-lines. Eleven local volunteers installed over three hundred of the traps.
A number of other people also contributed generously. Traps for
the remote trap lines had to be packed into bags and flown by
helicopter to eleven drop sites. Scott Candy, stoat trapper,
volunteered to lay tarpaulins to mark the drop sites. Baz Reiher
of Far North Helicopters Ltd flew the bags into the forest and
lowered them through small gaps in the canopy onto the
tarpaulins – an operation that requires a great deal of skill and
precision flying. Baz donated the flying time to the Trust.
Chris Blyth, rat contractor, was contracted to clear the most
remote of the new lines. Chris and Oliver Adams worked hard
and efficiently. When they finished they decided to charge the
Trust for just 16 of the 20 hours they had worked. Dave Wilson,
also a Trust trapper, drove into the forest several times to drop
volunteers off at the ends of lines which they cleared, working
back to their cars on the edge of the bush. The Trust’s other
trapper, Joe Vorwerk, has spent over 30 hours clearing tracks at no cost to the Trust. We are very fortunate to
have trappers so committed and interested in the success of the project. It is the work of the trappers,
contractors and volunteers that ensures we reach our goals.
Darren Peters arranged for a team of five DOC staff to come up from Whakatane for a week to help us install the
majority of the traps. The team was led by Dan Baigent who had set up the 20,000 hectare trap network in Te
Urewera on which our layout is based. We were most impressed with their commitment - the first two days
they were here we had 222mm of rain and they all put in full days. On the second day, streams that can
normally be crossed without getting your boots wet were thigh deep in the morning and uncrossable by the
afternoon. Darren then came to assist and spent three days installing the last of the traps, starting and finishing
in the dark. He also re-baited the traps along Pirau Road, which by this time had caught 75 possums. We are
grateful to these hard workers for coming north and assisting in the more difficult and remote areas.

Volunteers ready for a trap line clearing working bee, April 2014.
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Kiwi Monitoring
With twenty six volunteers and DOC staff taking part, we were able to survey most of the kiwi listening sites this
year. The two sites previously surveyed by Far North Search and Rescue were not surveyed this year. These
sites are one and a half hours walk into the forest and impractical to do on a regular basis. However we also
monitored two new more accessible sites. Four nights (eight hours) were completed at each site. The total
number of kiwi heard at the 10 original sites was estimated at 72 this year compared with 70 last year. The
average number of calls was also very similar with 3.54 calls per hour compared with 3.56 last year. At one site
no calls were heard the first night but on the last night at least six birds made their presence known with 20 calls
recorded in the first hour. There were also a number of close encounters. At two sites a kiwi called within 20
metres of the listener – a heart stopping and exhilarating moment! On two occasions a kiwi was seen on the
road as we drove out of the forest – something that has only happened twice before in the previous 10 years.
Most of the listeners commented that fewer females were heard than expected. Since females do not call as
often as males and their call does not travel as far, they are normally heard less. This year 28% of the birds
heard were females compared with an average of 36% in past years. Twice in the last 10 years the percentage
of females has been as low as 25%. This year's estimated number of males was up 15% on last year.

Pirau Road kiwi listeners.

You can’t please everyone…
“The songs of native birds can be conspicuously absent from the Northland forest. An eerie quietness often
presides over the forest interior.” (Day Walks of Northland published in 2003, the year the trust was formed).
This accurately describes the situation throughout most of Northland. Removing predators from the 650
hectare core area in Puketi Forest has reversed that situation and a visit to the core area is now a delight – to
most people. When a trust supporter told his young hairdresser he lived near Puketi Forest, she replied, “I went
there with my mother recently and I didn’t like it: it was too noisy with birds singing all the time. But mum loved
it. She saw a bird she didn’t recognise and when she got home and looked it up she found out it was a northern
robby.” No doubt a North Island robin, they are now being seen all over the forest.

Autumn Bird Count
Only one NI robin was recorded in this autumn’s bird survey but that is not surprising as the robins in Puketi are
normally found near streams and the listening stations are mostly on ridges. This year the kokako were
unexpected recorded. They normally sing at first light and have finished by the time the bird count starts, about
an hour after the dawn chorus. However two kokako began dueting later in the morning and a third came to
check out the monitor at another site. Grey warblers and tuis were recorded at every listening station and
tomtits and silvereyes at 14 of the 15 stations. The number of fantails has declined in recent years, just as they
did on Kapiti Island after possums were removed. Since they like open forest and forest margins, this might be a
4

response to the increased vigour of the understory and density of the canopy that visitors comment on. Trust
surveys have been done by the same person (Ian Wilson) each year to avoid differences between listeners. A
standard five minute bird count is carried out first. The average number recorded at each station has gone from
3.7 to 8.3. Then polystyrene is rubbed on damp glass for a further five minutes and any additional birds seen or
heard are recorded. The totals of the five minute bird count plus additional birds observed during the following
five minutes are given in the table below. Fantails, tomtits, grey warblers and silvereyes are the most
responsive to polystyrene.

Autumn 5 Minute Bird count plus 5 minutes using polystyrene (15 stations each year)
Blackbird
Chaffinch
Fantail
Grey warbler
Kukupa
Myna
Tomtit
Rosella
Silvereye
Tui
Harrier
Starling
Kokako
NI Robin
Morepork
Paradise shelduck
Magpie

16.04.05 20.04.06 15.05.08 15.04.09
1
4
2
2
2
4
6
25
25
31
26
47
36
44
8
9
10
2
4
2
2
3
17
19
25
21
7
6
4
7
25
34
81
56
23
24
23
31
1
1
1
1

23.04.10
6
3
12
30
16
2
19
8
70
37

17.4.11
10
2
11
28
19
1
19
13
98
47

14.4.12
1
5
11
46
13
13
20
10
50
53

22.4.14
5
7
14
43
16
7
25
19
78
57

1

1
5

2
3
1

1

1
1

2
1

1
1

TOTAL

118

167

215

202

205

250

230

280

AVE PER STATION

7.87

11.13

14.33

13.47

13.67

16.67

15.33

18.67

Kokako Update
Three kokako were transferred from Mataraua to Puketi in February bringing the total to sixteen. After their
capture, the other kokako at Mataraua were judged insufficiently responsive to justify further attempts that
autumn, so the remaining transfers (7 birds) have been postponed till spring. The three new birds carry
transmitters and have been monitored periodically since release. On most occasions they have been found on
the plateau within the core pest control area, apparently attracted by the calls of the resident Mataraua kokako
transferred in spring 2012. Hopefully they will settle there, next to their neighbours from their previous home.
The pair transferred from Hamilton Zoo unfortunately appear not to have chosen the company of the Mataraua
kokako. Shortly after release in May 2013, they moved north to the Waipapa River and were tracked to that
area several times. They chose an area of steep gullies, in which radio tracking is difficult because it requires
line of sight for signal detection. After some delays finding and certifying a suitable plane (the original operator
closed down), Steve McManus of DOC flew over the area on 12 May 2014 with tracking gear. No signals were
detected, so at present the location of these birds is uncertain. It is possible their transmitters had expired by
the time of the flight, or they were hidden in a particularly sheltered gully, so they might be still in the area.
Trappers and others passing through the area have been asked to keep a look out for them, and any reports will
be followed up.
Preparations will soon begin for another expedition to Mataraua to catch the final seven kokako. Fingers are
crossed for favourable weather! Volunteers will be needed for the transfer and for monitoring in Puketi. If you
can help, contact Ian Wilson 09 401 9056 or John Dawn 09 407 4790.
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Robin Count – Calling All Bird Watchers
The annual survey of North Island robins (toutouwai) is planned for Saturday 2nd August, 8:30am to 3:30pm.
With MP3 players and meal worms, teams of volunteers will walk along the trap lines of the Te Tawa area,
playing short segments of song, rewarding responding toutouwai with meal worms and recording their details.
It is now five years since the first toutouwai were released in Puketi. It will be interesting to see how many of
them are still resident. Some of these little birds are living much longer than the reported average three years.
Experience is not necessary as people go out in pairs and only one needs previous experience. You will need
suitable clothing and footwear, lunch & drink, binoculars and MP3 player if you have them. Recording sheets,
maps and meal worms will be provided. There is a spare MP3 player. If the weather is unsuitable, the survey
will be postponed to the next suitable weekend day. Follow up surveys will complete any missed areas over the
next few weeks. If you can help, contact Ian Wilson 09 401 9056 or John Dawn 09 407 4790. We would like to
know who is coming for planning purposes.

Report from the Department of Conservation
Much of the Department’s work in Puketi/Omahuta over the last few months has been associated with
supporting PFT activity, as described elsewhere in this newsletter.
Roadside vegetation was sprayed and trimmed along Pirau Road and the road was graded prior to the Trust’s
possum trap installation operation. Thankfully, the July storms caused little damage to the road, which was reopened within a few days after clearing minor fallen vegetation. The recreation area and camp ground at Puketi
Headquarters had to be closed during and after the storm because of fallen and dangerously hung up trees.
These were cleared and the area re-opened within a week. A new vegetation plan will be developed to manage
the remaining pines and replanting with native species. Work is continuing to check and clear forest tracks
affected by the storm.
The regular six monthly kiwi aversion training for dogs was held at the Puketi HQ on 5th April. The next training
day will be during September, date yet to be confirmed. Despite the publicity about the need for dog control in
kiwi areas, staff still have to deal with some pet owners who want to take their dogs for walks in the forest and
some hunters who continue to hunt without permits or kiwi averted dogs.
Staff time has also been taken up dealing with skylarking vehicles, cutting up grassed areas at both the
Headquarters and Forest Pools camp grounds and on one occasion harassing campers. This latter incident was
successfully referred to the police.
Staff organised a successful planting day with the Puketi Weedbusters to extend native planting around the
Headquarters recreation area. Another is planned for Tuesday 12th August. A planting day was also held at
Forest Pools campground, with support from locals and students from Okaihau Primary and Okaihau College.
A new kiosk and entrance to the Waihoanga Gorge Kauri Walk has been designed. It will be located beside
Puketi Road and will include a shelter, interpretive panels, amenity planting and a footbath for protection
against the spread of the Phytophthora organism causing kauri dieback. A building consent has been granted
and construction should begin this year. In the meantime, spray bottles of disinfectant are provided at the
forest entrance for cleaning boots.

Matthew Gubb 1964 - 2014
Matthew grew up on a farm in Mangakahia, Northland and went on to earn a doctorate in international
relations from Oxford University. He worked for 13 years as a senior advisor in the United Nations Environment
Programme in Geneva until his untimely death from cancer on the 4th of May. Matthew's parents Selwyn and
Heather have retired and now live in Waimate North. They were founding members of the Waimate North
Landcare Group. As a boy, Matthew was taken to visit Puketi by his parents and maintained the connection
with further visits and donations to the Trust. When he died, Matthew's family asked that donations be made
to charities including Puketi Forest Trust in lieu of flowers. Several generous donations have been received,
which will be added to the Capital Fund to help protect the forest in perpetuity. The trustees offer deepest
condolences to Matthew's family and friends and assure them that Matthew's legacy will continue to support
our conservation efforts.
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Kahikatea
While crossing the paddocks to reach the start of the Waihoanga Gorge Kauri Walk there are excellent views of
the forest. Many people comment on the diverse range of colours that make up the canopy. This mosaic is
constantly changing as leaves age and flowers come and go. The beech mast (heavy fruiting) in the South Island
has made the news recently. Many of the trees in Puketi have years when they produce heavier crops of fruit
than normal, but most do not have the same extremes as beech. Kahikatea has fruited more heavily than usual
this year. In the spring the male trees were easy to spot as they turned brown
when the cones containing the pollen matured. Some mornings a puff of
wind would blow the mature pollen out of the cones in a swirling cloud above
the canopy. This autumn the female trees stood out when their red fruit
matured. A large tree carrying 800 kilograms of fruit is an impressive sight
and an important source of food for many birds.
Kahikatea, Dacrycarpus dacrydioides, sometimes referred to as white pine, is
not New Zealand’s biggest tree in terms of volume of millable timber – that
distinction goes to kauri – but is our tallest. Some specimens are over five
hundred years old and more than 60 metres high. The crowns of mature
trees are home to a large number of epiphytes, with 28 flowering plants and
ferns, as well as lichens, mosses and liverworts recorded in a single tree. They
have a preference for moist, fertile soil and in Puketi are found in gullies and
damp sites throughout the forest where many grow to an impressive size.
Kahikatea dominated swamp-forests were once widespread throughout the
lowlands of the North Island, but only small remnants are left.
Buttresses of a kahikatea

Kahikatea growing in swampy areas have trunk buttresses that help support
beside the Waihoanga Stream
them in the soggy soil. Trees on adjacent higher land with firmer soil mostly
lack buttresses. Trunk buttresses are common in the tropics but rarely seen in temperate forests. Pukatea and
sometimes kohekohe are also found with buttresses in Puketi.
The timber of kahikatea is not as strong or durable as other species of podocarp, but because it is light, clean
and odourless, large quantities were used to make export butter boxes in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Male kahikatea in the spring.

Female kahikatea laden with fruit in the autumn.
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Puketi Forest Trust Volunteer Isabella Godbert

Cynthia Matthews

(Cynthia is one of our more recent volunteers and she has been impressed with the commitment and the amount
of work that has been done by many of the volunteers she has met.)
Isabella Godbert is one of the longstanding volunteers
with the Puketi Forest Trust and has been there for
‘slog and bog’ as well as the more momentous events
over the last decade, such as the release of toutouwai
and the removing of the 10,000th rat from the forest.
She and her husband have both made considerable
contributions to community life in the North, Derry in
the sailing world and Isabella towards preservation of
our natural environment. Alongside her volunteering
with the Puketi Forest Trust she has also joined
Weedbusters in cutting and poisoning invasive plants at
Kerikeri’s Stone Store Basin, and is active in Birds New
Zealand and a regular monitor and patroller of waders
at Ninety Mile Beach.
The Godberts live with bush and creek as their
backyard. The creek is one of several feeding into the
nearby Waipapa River. The couple have nut trees and
trap possums and poison rats on the property. “We hear kiwi along the creeks which makes it imperative,” says
Isabella.
Derry and Isabella came out to New Zealand from the United Kingdom 40 years ago. Isabella grew up in the
countryside. On arrival here she was struck by the tree ferns (“we hadn’t seen anything like them!”) and nikau.
It was a new world. “The concept of conservation – there wasn’t much discussion of it when I was in my
twenties.” Derry, with a background in biology, became a local science teacher (he taught two of the current
trustees) and Isabella would also go with the students into the bush on field trips. It was a chance to further her
interests and knowledge. “It was good too, to learn more of the Latin and Maori plant names for example.”
Isabella observes that our environmental consciousness has changed but so has the invasion of pests
accelerated. “In the early 1970s there weren’t the same amount of pests in Northland. There were no possums
or mynas, and magpies and plovers were yet to arrive. At Puketi you could go everywhere on the old forestry
tracks and we would hear kokako. But before the Puketi Forest Trust got going, the forest had become very
silent.”
In the forest, Isabella’s efforts have extended to trap lines, bird counts, robin monitoring and kiwi listening over
the years. “During robin monitoring we have seen wonderful kauri along the tracks.” A highlight was seeing the
bright red flag of the crimson rata, Metrosideros carminea, across a creek in the middle of the forest. “It was
just stunning. These are the rewards. Without pest control, diversity is lost to us.” Her outlook on the future is
simple – “We are here now and we do what we can. We have to keep it going for the next generation.”

Rain Again
Flooding during July caused widespread damage to low lying houses, farmland and roads in Northland. From
the 8th to the 11th of July, half a metre of rain fell on Puketi in 4 days. Events of this magnitude are not
uncommon in Puketi, and apart from branches and occasional trees that have fallen across tracks, little damage
has been seen in the forest. The day the rain stopped, a flock of 17 fantails was seen feeding on flying insects in
the sunlight on the forest edge.
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Capital Fund Update
The Trust has received several generous bequests and donations to the Capital Fund during the last year,
increasing it from $76,000 to just under $120,000. Investment income earned by the Trust is tax free. So far, all
income has been allowed to accumulate, but as the fund grows, it can provide an increasingly significant
contribution to maintaining the restoration of Puketi. The Capital Fund is an important component of a
sustainable strategy to keep essential pest control going. For maximum security of the Capital Fund, the
trustees intend to place it in a specially formed separate trust when it reaches approximately $250,000.

Providing for Puketi Forest in Your Will
Several trustees and trust supporters have included bequests to the Puketi Forest Trust in their wills. This allows
you to have full use of your assets throughout your life and then to direct them where you think they will have
greatest benefit when you no longer need them. Unless requested otherwise, bequests are added to the Capital
Fund where they will make an enduring contribution.
If you decide to gift an amount to the Puketi Forest Trust in your will, the wording of the gift must be legally
correct. This gives you certainty that your legacy will be valid and your executors will know exactly how to
distribute your estate according to your wishes. There are several important things to consider when making or
changing a will. Your family solicitor or other adviser (such as the Public Trustee) can advise you on the best way
to ensure your intentions are met and your personal circumstances are taken into account.

Tiny Mighty Power Sponsorship
Tiny Mighty Power supplies electricity to small towns around New Zealand. They make a donation of $50 to a
charity of the customer's choice for every new account opened, and another $10 on every anniversary that the
account is still operating. If you are in an area supplied by Tiny Mighty Power and decide to sign up with them,
you can nominate Puketi Forest Trust to receive the donation from Tiny Mighty Power.
So far, 18 supporters have opened supply contracts with Tiny Mighty Power, resulting in a donation to the Trust
of $900. You can compare the prices of electricity suppliers' schemes at www.powerswitch.org.nz.
To find out how you can save money and how easy it is to switch:
Call

Shelley on 09 407 6908

Visit

Shelley in the Tiny Mighty Power
store at
Unit 6, 94 Kerikeri Road
Hub Mall, Kerikeri

Online

at the Tiny Mighty website
www.tinymighty.co.nz

Tiny Mighty Power is a division of Bosco Connect Ltd, owned by Mighty River Power

PayPal – New Online Secure Payment for Credit Card Donations
We have changed to PayPal for secure processing of credit card donations. PayPal allows payment using a wider
range of cards and will save the Trust several hundred dollars each year in processing fees. You don't need to
have a PayPal account to make a payment with a credit card, but if you have a PayPal account you can make an
online payment directly from that. The website donation page and the sponsorship form attached to this
newsletter have been amended.
If you have a New Zealand bank account, direct credit by internet banking is still the lowest cost way to donate.
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